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ABSTRACT JSiiSta availability.

The seismic response of nuclear power plant structures is often calcu-
lated using lumped parameter methods. A finite element model of the structure
is coupled to the soil with a spring-dashpot system used to represent the
interaction process. The parameters of the interaction model are based on
analytic solutions to simple problems which are idealizations of the actual
problems of interest. The objective of the work reported in this paper is to
compare predicted responses using the standard lumped parameter models with
experimental data. These comparisons are shown to be good for a fairly uni-
form soil system and for loadings which do not result in nonlinear interaction
effects such as liftoff.

INTRODUCTION

Lumped parameter methods are often used to compute the seismic response
of nuclear power plant structures. The lumped parameter method is based upon
a finite element model of the structure coupled to the free field with a
system of springs and dampers intended to represent the interaction process.
The free field motion is then input to the base of the spring/damper
interaction model. There are two major areas of uncertainty associated with
the use of this method. The first is concerned with the numerical values to
be assigned to the spring/damper model. The second area of uncertainty is
concerned with the neglect of feedback effects from the structural motion to
the free field.

The objective of the work reported in this paper is to compare predic-
tions made with standard lumped parameter models with experimental data. Two
sources of experimental data are considered. The first is measurements taken
on the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant Station (1) during a magnitude 7.4 earth-
quake. The second is the SIMQUAKE II experiment conducted by EPRI (2). A
test region was loaded with a high explosive charge designed to simulate an
earthquake. Several models of containment structures were placed in the test
area.
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Two computer codes are used to perform the computations. SIM Code (3) is
used to perform the lumped parameter calculations. This code uses beams
(including shear deformations) to model the structure. The standard equations
are used to obtain the interaction parameters but the user has the option of
specifying different values. The solution is carried out in time domain and
results are given in the form of time histories and/or response spectra at
selected nodes. SLAVE Code (4) is used to calculate free field motions at any
desired location given the response at one location and the soil properties.
The computations in SLAVE Code are based on the assumption of a vertically
propagating shear wave in the free field.

The basis for the selection of the interaction paraneters is first dis-
cussed with emphasis placed on those aspects which lead to the uncertainties
in the method. Comparisons with the Fukushima data is then made followed by
the correlations with the SIMQUAKE data.

SELECTION OF INTERACTION PARAMETERS

The purpose of the interaction lumped parameter model is to convert
relative motion of the soil and structure to forces acting on the structure so
that a dynamic analysis giving the structural response may be performed. A
fundamental assumption is that the free field motion, used as input to the
model, is not effected by the structural motion. The values used for the
interaction parameters are based on analytic, steady state solutions to the
problem of a rigid foundation vibrating on an elastic half space. The
interaction process is divided into two parts. One is at the interface of the
structure base and the soil while the second is between the sidewall of the
structure and the free field.

Bycroft (5) developed one of the earlier solutions for a rigid circular
foundation vibrating in an elastic half space. Solutions were found for
vertical translation, horizontal translation, rocking and twisting response of
the foundation for a specified harmonic forcing function. These results may
then be used to determine frequency dependent equivalent springs and dampers.
Many studies have been conducted to extend these results and to evaluate
frequency independent springs that would be valid in frequency ranges of
interest. The resultant form of the equations now in use are,

KH = 28.8 G R (l-u)/(7-8u)

KR = 2.13 G R
3/(l-u)

Kv = 4 G R/(l-u)

CH = 18.24 Rc R
2(l-u)/7-8u)

CR •= 0.4 Rc

Cy - 3.4 Rc R
2/(l-u)



where K = spring constant
C = damper constant
subscript H, R and V = horizontal, rocking and

vertical, respectively
G = shear modulus of soil
u = poisson ratio of soil
R = radius of foundation
Rc = (D G/g)

1' 2

D = soil density
g = gravitational constant

Techniques (6) are available so that these data may be applied to non circular
foundations.

The sidewall interaction parameters are based on a steady state vibration
solution (7) for a horizontal plane stress slice taken in the free field with
a circular hole representing the circular sidewall of the building. The
sidewall is assumed to be rigid and analytic solutions are developed for the
steady state vibration. Displacement and stress solutions may then be
combined to generate equivalent springs and dampers to represent the sidewall
interaction. These parameters are again frequency dependent but frequency
independent values are assumed to apply for frequency ranges of interest.

COMPARISONS WITH FUKUSHIMA DATA

A general description of the site is shown on Fig. 1. The average
properties of the mudstone are shown on this figure. Free field measurements
were made at the indicated locations. SLAVE Code is used to generate free
field pulses at the -4 M, -14 M and -25 M elevations given the measured pulse
at elevation -40 M. This is done for soil damping values ranging from 10% to
20%. Spectra are calculated for these pulses and comparisons are made with
the spectra for the measured pulse at the —4 M elevation. These comparisons
are shown on Fig. 2. As may be seen, the shape of the spectra of the computed
pulses agree quite well with the spectra of the measured pulse. However,
rather high soil damping is required to match the spectra amplitudes in the 3
cps region. This would indicate that the hysteretic soil damping model used
in convolution analyses may underestimate damping effects.

Comparisons are next made between the measured responses in the structure
and predicted responses using the lumped parameter method. Since all of the
measured data is in the North-South direction, the model of interest is for
structural displacements in the N-S direction and rotations about the E-W
direction. A section through the center of the reactor building looking in
the North direction is shown on Fig. 3a. The model used to represent the
building is shown on Fig. 3b. Each of the elements is modeled as a beam
including shear stiffness. The four vertical beams in the model represent the
sections of the structure as shown on Fig. 3a. The interaction springs dis-
cussed above are attached to the base of the structure and to the sidewalls.
If the structure is made rigid, the coupled frequencies associated with the
interaction springs are found to be 3.6 cps and 10.5 cps. When the structural



f l e x i b i l i t y i s inc luded , the f i r s t 12 modes of the system range from 2.5 cps
through 20.0 cps .

A comparison of the spec t r a from the predic ted responses , us ing the
measured, pulse a t -4 M as input , and the measured i n - s t r u c t u r e pulses a re
shown on Fig . 4 . As may be seen, the c o r r e l a t i o n between the two spec t ra i s
r a t h e r good.

COMPARISONS WITH SIMQUAKE I I DATA

The SIMQUAKE I I experiment was conducted on June 2, 1977 a t t he
Universi ty of New Mexico's McCormick Ranch t e s t s i t e . Figure 5 shows a plan
of the t e s t bed. The loading was generated from the two planar a r r ays located
about 150 feet from the area conta in ing the s t r u c t u r a l models. Six s t r u c t u r a l
sca le models of containment s t r u c t u r e s were used with the scale fac to r s
varying from 1/8 to 1/24. About 150 channels of ins t rumenta t ion was included
in the free field and in the structures. The soil has shear wave velocities
varying from 800 fps to 1100 fps in the top 90 feet.

Comparison between lumped parameter predicted responses *>nd measured
responses are made for the 1/8 scale model. The structure is a cylindrical
structure having a diameter of 15 feet and a height of 22.5 feet. The walls
of the cylinder are 1.51 feet thick and the base is 2.26 feet. The structure
is embedded 25Z into the ground. The structural frequencies are sufficiently
high so that i t is modeled as a rigid body. The interaction frequenies are
10.6 cps. 20.9 cps and 25.5 cps respectively for rotational, vertical and
horizontal responses.

The response of the structure is generated using the standard interaction
parameters described above with measured pulse taken as input. Horizontal
spectra at the base and top of the structure are generated from the predicted
and measured responses. Comparisons of the two are shown on Fig. 6. A
reasonable comparison between the two is found at the base, but there is poor
correlation at the top of the structure. This occurred because the input had
a sufficient amplitude to cause the base of the structure to separate
(liftoff) from the soil . The effect of this was to significantly reduce the
rocking frequency thereby transferring the energy in the spectra from the high
to low frequency range.

The vertical response o.' the structure is also calculated and comparisons
between the calculated and measured vertical in-structure vertical spectra are
shown on Fig. 7. Once again liftoff effects result in a poor correlation
between the limped parameter and measured spectra.

CONCLUSIONS

Comparisons a re made between response p red ic t ions based on lumped
parameter models and measured d a t a . Two sources of measured data a r e used.
The f i r s t i s data co l l ec ted a t the Fukushima Reactor Containment Building



during a moderately large earthquake. The second is the SIMQUAKE II
experiment where model containment structures were subjected to motions
designed to simulate large earthquake motions. The following conclusions are
based on these comparisons:

1) The concept of a vertically propagating shear wave, upon which the
convolution methods are based, appears to be reasonable for sites such as
Fukushima. Comparisons of spectra, for puljes generated from the -40 M
elevation pulse, with measured pulses shew good agreement in overall shape
with some discrepancies in amplitude spectral accelerations than the measured
pulses. This would indicate that the hysteretic soil damping model used in
the convolution analysis may underestimate soil damping effects.

2) The standard methods of calculating the interaction springs and dam-
pers give results whih are compatible with the measured in-structure motions
provided the level of excitation is low enough so that liftoff does not occur.
The differences which are found between the measured and calculated spectra
are attributable to the values used for the interaction dampers. It may be
that the use of frequency independent dampers should be reevaluated.

3) When the earthquake magnitude is high enough to cause liftoff, the
standard interaction parameters result in poor predictions for the rotational
and vertical components of the structural motion. The result of liftoff is to
cause the rocking frequency of the structure to be significantly reduced from
that predicted with the standard intereaction models. It appears that the
linear interaction model will not be adequate to represent the nonlinear
effects associated with liftoff.
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Fig. 1 Site Configuration.
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Fig. 3 Fukushima Reactor Containment Model.
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Comparison of Measured ^nd Calculated Spectra For Fukushima Using
Measured Input Motion arid Standard Interaction Parameters.
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TEST STRUCTURES

Fig. 5 Siaquake II Test Bed.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Horizontal Spectra For
SIMQUAKE II Structure Using Standard Interaction Parameters.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of Measured and Calculated ''ertical Spectra for SIMQUAKE II
Structure Using Standard Interaction Parameters.


